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The world begun industrial development in eighteenth century and experienced four industrial
revolutions which made a huge impact on economic growth. Those countries rise as an economic
power which adopt and worked on advance technology in each industrial revolution. Advent of
technology could be attributed to chance, choice or crises that could be either disruptive or sustaining
in nature. We have used two theories to discuss the growth pattern of economy named as: Theory of
long waves and Theory of production revolutions. Kondratieff and Juglar cycles have applied to map
each revolutions along with its elements that have prevailed the economy. There is a link between
industrial growth patterns and GDP. Further, these revolutions have three phases (pre, during and
post revolution) which effect the micro, meso and macro level in both positive and negative way.
However, as far as overall industrial development cycle is concerned, theory of production revolution
proposes that we are now in the intermediate phase of industrial growth and most probably its falling
phase will start in 2070. Moreover, theory of long waves suggest that fourth revolution is now in rising
phase and will reach to peak in coming 50-60 years in the form of decentralized self-regulating system.
Circumstances suggest that increase of autonomous system and bio-technology will raise
unemployment along with life expectancy. As a result, world might face safety, security, health, food
and accommodation issues. Industries will tend towards micro-economy and they may face reliability,
data security, employee loyalty and flexibility problems. According to corresponding relationship of
industrial growth and revolution, we expect that next industrial revolution would be crises based and
bio-technology would concentrate on control of human’s emotions. Scientific progress and research
will enhance due to the rise of Quantum Informatics.
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1.

Introduction

World has experienced four industrial revolutions. The
term ―industrial revolution‖ was constituted by Britain in
early nineteenth century where it established the basic
framework of investigation and research used by large
enterprises. It played an important role in Britain economy
and then spread into other parts of the world [1]. Prior to
that, it was a family based system till the Middle Ages.
They raised their own food, made clothes, put up houses
and met other needs from their own resources. Then came
the handicrafts system and the main characteristic of that
system was specialization of some particular work. At third
stage, handicraft system was being replaced by domestic
system in which the workers were having their own tools
with them but the input raw materials were supplied by the
intermediators and the output products produced were sold
to the consumer by the intermediators. With the passage of
time, factory system developed satisfying the economic
needs of individuals, communities and countries by
manufacturing products/goods in factories by utilization of
men, materials, machines and methods to meet the market
demands [2].
In product and manufacturing system (see Fig. 1), the
first industrial revolution began in Britain in the late 18th
century which replaced hand working with machines in
textile industry. This revolution began with the born of
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factory system [3]. The second revolution was a period of
rapid industrial development mostly in Britain, Germany,
United States, France, Italy and Japan and characterized by
the build out of railroads, large-scale iron and steel
production, widespread use of machinery in manufacturing,
greatly increased use of steam power [4] and telegraph, use
of petroleum and the beginning of electrification. It also
was the period during which modern organizational
methods for operating large scale businesses came into
existence. The third revolution came in the form of digital
manufacturing system [5]. 3D printer, additive
manufacturing, clever software, automation system and
robotics have introduced in that era [6,7].Industry
revolution 4.0 also called ―smart factory‖, is the current
popular trend of automation and data exchange in
manufacturing technologies which includes cyber-physical
systems, the internet of things and cloud computing [8,9].
Fig. 1 provides a comprehensive summary of industrial
revolution and their progress elements. Mechanization had
started the development process with its element of steam
engine which boost up the researchers to discover the
electrification in second revolution [10]. Working with
machines and electricity demanded a quick communication
process as it losses the time resources. As a result,
information technology and electronics came up which
provide grounds for automation and internet of things for
fourth revolution (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1:

Four industrial revolutions discussed by Veza [10].

It designates the whole progress pattern of revolutions.
In this paper we have discussed the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
2.

Review of four industrial revolution using Long waves
and Juglar cycles.
Casual attribution of industrial revolution as by chance
or by choice or by crisis (3Cs).
Categorize each revolution as disruptive or sustaining
and tagged their hosting regions/countries.
Further explored the phases of an industrial revolution
as pre, during and post.
Discussion of economic rise and fall due to
revolutions.
Comparison of four revolutions with overall industrial
growth and forecasting the future trends.
Review of Industrial Revolutions

Before industrial revolution, artisans did innovation but
without systematic knowledge. Economic activities were
slow paced, almost in stagnant position and then all of a
sudden, growth of coal, mining, cotton industry and pigiron integrate with the steam engine to many-fold the
economic growth. In seventeenth century, iron works
mostly depended on utilization of charcoal but it was
available in little amount with high process. Also it required
more powerful air pumps due to which John Smeaton
introduced the first piston driven air pumps but after few
years in 1776, Wilkinson invented steam engine
overshadowed by James Watt‘s condensation steam engine
in 1779 that proved to be a great breakthrough in that era
[19]. All pre-conditions developed one after another by
chance resulted into mechanization of the industry.
People began to study and apply natural processes to
industrial process due to which industrial knowledge started
to enhance and systemize day by day. Those prescribed and

propositional knowledge were functions of innovative
systems that became the base of economy change and
produced effective innovations [20]. Division of knowledge
and specialization begin in eighteenth century which
provided easy access to the related best knowledge.
American innovators then started innovation on the
basis of systematized knowledge to provide ground for
second industrial breakthrough. A society in which rapid
growth became the norm after gathering of all prescribed
useful information [21, 22]. Electric light, telephones,
internal combustion engines and engineering industries
(chemical and sewing industries mostly) emerged. Besides,
a rapid growth occurred in the manufacturing of electrical
equipment and utilities. Second revolution was a choice in
pursuit of American dream; at one side freed slavery, at
other side division of labor and mass customization.
This division of labor, though freed, resulted into mass
inequality, and later world witnessed two world wars and
residual cold war. The third industrial revolution was the
result of crises and the effort to diminish the effect of it.
Rate of major innovations began to slow down after 1950
as an actual decline occur in domestic petroleum production
and steel output. All energy-intensive and materialintensive products of second revolution reached to a point
of saturation in US and Europe. At that critical limit, the
impacts of fossil fuels threatened the environment and
further development of economy. These challenges came
along with opportunities and an impressive potential for
innovation [23, 24]. To save space and energy and time and
computation; demand for small cars, rise of Toyota
production system, mass customization, huge research and
development (R & D) investment in computers, vision for
automatic factory brought the industry towards Industry
4.0.
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Table 1: Reasons, types and corresponding cycles of revolutions.
Revolution

Kondratieff cycle years

Juglar cycle numbers

Reason

Type of revolution

Host countries

First

1780-1840

4

Chance

Disruptive

Britain [33]

Second

1890-1950

4

Choice

Disruptive

USA, Japan, Germany [34, 35]

Third

1970-2010

3

Crises

Sustaining

USA, China, Japan [24, 36]

Fourth

2011-Today

3

Choice

Disruptive

Germany, China [37, 38]

Some major Western economies (first of all England,
France, and the United States), whereas the long waves in
pig iron and coal production were claimed to be detected
since the 1870s for the world level as well. In
2009,Reijnders[32] used the ‗Kondratieff cycles‘ to explain
the rise and fall of GDP from 1800 to 1913. Economic
theory explains the following cyclical components:
1.
2.
3.
4.

‗Kitchin‘ cycles with an average interval of 3–5 years.
‗Juglar‘ cycles with an average interval of 7–12 years.
‗Kuznets‘ cycles with an average interval of 15–25
years.
‗Kondratieff‘ cycles with an average interval of 40–60
years.

Previous researchers have applied different cycles to
describe economic rise and fall but in this paper, we have
integrated Kondratieff and Juglar cycles to map industrial
patterns as these are best fit according to period difference
of revolutions and its elements. Although previous
researchers have explained the revolutions and growth but
they did not discussed 3C‘s, disruption and sustaining
factors with proper orientation. In this paper, we compared
the four revolution cycles with overall industrial growth in
terms of theories. Every revolution provided input for the
next and we are now confronting with the fourth revolution
(see figure 2). Future develops out of the past and present
as certain patterns have a wide range of application. We can
use our knowledge of the trends of past and present to
forecast the future developments. Some predictive theories
are quite helpful in this regard[39]. In this paper we have
discussed the theory of long cycles and the theory of
production revolutions. Theory of long waves allowed us to
discuss the revolutions one by one with each revolution and
its elements are inputs for the next one (see figure 2). This
projection describes the present position of the fourth
revolution. Juglar cycle further depicts the innovative
components of revolution. Theory of production revolution
has been used to study overall growth pattern of industries.
Pattern of any revolution can be understood by taking
determinants of all three phases (pre, during and post) of
industrial revolution.
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3. Phases of Industrial Revolution
3.1
Pre-Industrial Revolution Stage
Different determinants on different scales make
significant impacts and provide ground for advance
technology to come into existence. According to Taalbi
(2017), there are four forces that drive the innovation: (1)
institutional research, (2) problematic research, (3) market
opportunities and (4) technological opportunities. These
factors provide an environment to assume that future
technology will come through chance, choice or crises. If
research done by routinized research and development
towards the direction of innovation and made impact on
social and economic level, it is called institutional search
and came by choice. Innovation can be due to market
opportunities done due to customer requirement or
unexploited market niche. Technological opportunity
search is practiced when there is a forecasting of upcoming
new technology. Both market and technology opportunities
are backbone of innovation that came by chance.
Problematic research is usually crises based which includes
the imbalance and dissatisfaction with current situation of
affairs. Five categories of problems drive the innovation
regarding all three levels:
Economic problems due to change in factor prices, profits
or obstacles.
Environmental problems may be negative effects of
industrial products that effect the peoples other than
producer and consumer.
Organizational problems due to occupational noise. Toxic
welding gas is harmful primarily for organization but it may
negatively affect the environment as well.
Technological bottlenecks such as insufficient performance
of technological components.
Miscellaneous barriers due to firm specific problems like
medical technical problems [40]. Medium-high industries
usually do problematic research while technological
opportunities dominate in high technical industries [41].
Invention and innovation aggregates and results into useful
technology generally led by strong educated leadership or
entrepreneur [42]. Often macro-economic conditions get
poor and government top leadership decides to encourage
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Fig. 2:

Kondratieff cycle depicts revolution and Juglar cycle its components as used [32].

entrepreneur for innovation. Higher educational institutes
like universities, research institutes, national laboratories,
academies, startup and large customer firms are
fundamental actors of innovation [43]. Sometimes
government policies establish an environment for industrial
sector and due to which inward transaction of technology
with outward make plan for innovation [44]. However,
technology strategy and aggressiveness are main
determinants.
According to modern endogenous growth theory;
human capital, R & D, physical capital and economies play
an important role in innovation. Sometimes, selfish
consideration of advancement, natural human drives of
greed and ambition are motivational factor for innovation.
In 4th revolution, crises do not drive the innovation. By
using the prescribed and propositional knowledge, there
comes vast variety of choices for innovators. Hence, there
is a competition of investment on R & D for technology
boom in modern days.
Culture plays a vital role in industrial revolutions as
people rely on individual and collective culture in adopting
the new technology [45]. There is always a choice at micro,
meso and macro level to grow specific culture. Government
leadership and meso level top management play a serious
role in it. There are three types of cultures as:
1.
2.
3.

Inter-organizational
culture
prevails
in
the
organization.
Organizational culture that exist between different
industrial organizations.
Outside organizational culture which effect and interact
with organizational culture and national or
international culture.

At meso level, top management, employees, customers,
R & D, organizational environment, organizational strategy,
production orientation, human resource management, firm
size, its market position and adopted technology, all

constitute a culture which favors or rejects something. Top
management has a choice to create any kind of working
environment. Usually, anything imposed by top
management becomes the part of that culture. Top
management, organizational strategy and HRM leads to
create a specific culture in the organization [46,47,48].
Culture between different organizations include monopoly,
competition, customer choice and market trends while
determinants of outside organizational culture are global
environment, government policies, government leadership,
country economic growth and its position at international
level.
In developed countries, institutions focus on
incremental and continuous modification tending towards
maturity while developing countries in contrast, have been
focused to build institutions, disruption of institutions and
interactions of informal and formal institutions [49]. Often,
institutional changes in developing countries come
discontinuously due to unstable institutional environment.
3.2

Industrial Revolution Stage

Industrial shift underwent a transition in industrial
economy and massive structural changes takes place where
innovation becomes the domain of in-house R & D of
established firms. In advance industrial economic countries,
manufacturing firms undertake expensive in-house R & D
which cannot be supported in countries that have
developing economy. In this way, economies go through
specific life cycle from initial backwardness to industrial
maturity. Firms that successfully implement the innovation
create short time monopoly, produce intermediate goods
and when profitable, set up in-house R & D facilities to
produce a continuous flow of low cost innovations [50, 51].
A relationship of economic development between meso and
macro level is such that the size of market increase with the
number of firms at macro level is called specialization
effect but reduction of their market share is called
fragmentation effect. It eventually reaches at equilibrium.
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At that point, each firm setup R & D facilities and growth
becomes self-sustaining.
At macro level, usually legitimacy has been considered
as the most critical issue [52]. Other factors can be
countries economic position, latent demand for products,
competitive pressures from related industries, skills of new
venture owners and works that may affect the
implementation of innovation. For abrupt growth in
economy, government should not abide entrepreneurs to
implement the new technology. Assembling resources,
identifying opportunities, recruiting and training of
employees are all savior challenges for entrepreneurs, and
all these activities require the cooperation and strategic
interaction of individuals and groups [53]. After top
leadership of government, top management of firms are
reluctant to trust on new technology [54]. Hence, trust and
perceived risk are major first level determinants of success.
3.3

Post-Industrial Revolution Stage

Revolutions make vast impact on micro, meso and
macro level in both positive and negative way. Innovations
replace old methods and processes with composition of
systems get change. This leads to structural change and
economic development [55]. Industrial sector follow a
specific life cycle in wide range of circumstances.
Revolution in manufacturing technology and its
implementation successfully in organizations results in
economic development which in turn give rise to new
sector of products [56]. Each new sector has some entry and
exit point. An adjustment gap created after innovation and
new sector has the potential ability to enter in the market
with the availability of finance. However, it creates
temporary monopoly of new sector before imitation begins
and raised the intensity of competition within the sector
[57]. Initially, the market is empty and neither the
production capacity nor a structured demand exists for new
product. After imitation, market gets saturated and large
adjustment gap starts to decrease and eventually reaches to
zero. Adjustment gap means difference between demand at
new sector and demand when production imitation reaches
its maximum. Hence, each new industrial sector (meso
level) follows a circular life cycle with number of firms
enter and reach at its maximum, composition of technology
structure changes, an equilibrium establishes between
supply and demand, and finally falling down towards an
exit.
4.

Comparison of Revolutions with Economy

History depicts that there was no significant economic
growth before 1750, suggesting that the quick progress
made over the past 250 years happened due to the advent of
industrial revolutions with GDP values [58] mentioned and
summarized below in Table 2. The economic development
established by the U.K. before 1750, gradually began to
grow more rapidly after first revolution, reached to its
fastest growth rate in the middle of the 20th century, and
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slowed down since. In first revolution, U.K became the
most influential region due to its development of coal, iron,
steam, machine tools, cotton industry and inauguration of
factory system that played an important role in fundamental
drive of subsequent economic growth. Although second
revolution begin in 1890 but leadership of economic
development shifted to US in 1906. However, both the first
two revolutions required more than 100 years to show their
full effects through the economy. The follow-up Table 2
shows the details of relationship between revolutions and
growth. Values of GDP per capita and time to show full
effects have been taken from [58].
Implementation process was much faster for third
revolution. Taking the inventions and their adoption
together, many of these processes could happen only once.
After 1970, productivity growth slowed down significantly
due to fossil fuel crises and the main ideas of second
revolution had been implemented by then. Certainly,
economic development enhanced again for some years after
that crises.
In fourth revolution, increase of economic growth is
certainly slow and we expect that future rise of growth will
be even slower and sustaining. In U.K, it took five centuries
to triple the GDP from 1300 to 1800 ($1,150-$3,450) and
almost a century to double ($6,350) in 1906. At that time,
economic growth power shift from U.K to USA as second
revolution made a vast impact on economic growth in
America. First revolution as it came by chance, take a long
time to show its effects but second revolution came by the
choice of American innovators in USA, so it prevails more
quickly than the first one. Before third revolution, crises
appeared due to toxic products (fossil fuels) of chemical
industry and unemployment. It results into slowness of
GDP but with the reach of third revolution, again its pace
get up till 2007 [59]. In 78 years from 1929 to 2007, GDP
rise from $6,350 to $32000. After 2007, the pace of rise has
gone down and we expect that it will be sustaining as more
unknown crises are expected in the coming 50-60 years.
The industrial revolution was basically a technological
revolution and its evolution can be understood by focusing
on the reasons of invention. This subject, if discussed in the
social context will sharpen our understanding by
concentrating on the incentives faced by inventors and the
context in which they worked. This approach specifies that
the reason of industrial revolution in Britain was not
because of luck or culture or British genius or the rise of
science. Rather it was Britain‘s success in the international
economy that set a roadmap for Britain‘s entrepreneurs
with unique and highly remunerative possibilities. The
industrial shift was a response to the opportunity. What
commercial success did for Britain was to create a structure
of wages and prices that differentiated Britain from other
continents and, indeed, Muslim world.
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Table 2: Relationship between revolutions and growth. Values of GDP per capita and time to show full effects.
Revolution number

Time to show full effects

Economic GDP per Capita growth

Revolution due to

First (1780-1840)

150 years

$ 3,450

Chance

Second (1890-1950)

100 years

$ 6,350

Choice

Third (1970-2010)

47 years

$32,000

Crises

Fourth (2011- )

Continue phase

$57,466.79

Choice

In Britain, wages were remarkably high and energy
cheap. Underlying the technological breakthroughs of the
industrial revolution was Britain‘s commercial and imperial
expansion of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
which was the cause of the peculiar wage and price pattern.
The state policies that mattered most were mercantilism and
imperialism. This wage and price history was a
fundamental reason for the technological breakthroughs of
the eighteenth century whose object was to substitute
capital and energy for labor [60]. There were, however,
important features of British popular culture that
distinguished the country from much of the continents and
Muslim world, and those features–greater literacy and
numeracy–underpinned the technological achievements of
the eighteenth century. They were not autonomous movers,
however, but were themselves consequences of the
economic development that preceded the industrial
revolution and that produced the high wage, cheap energy
economy [61]. Hence self-motivation and strong will power
to get the discrimination play an important part for Britain
to get succeeded.
The technological developments in first industrial
revolution had little or no scientific base. It created a
chemical industry with no chemistry, an iron industry
without
metallurgy,
power
machinery
without
thermodynamics. Engineering, medical technology, and
agriculture until 1850 were practical bodies of applied
knowledge in which things were known to work, but hardly
understood why they worked. When science verified that
such ambitions were impossible, research altered its
direction. Things were known to work, even then they
tended to be inflexible and slow to progress. The inventions
after 1870 (second revolution) were different from the ones
that preceded it. In this era, useful knowledge that mapped
into new technology was a certain driver of innovation. The
second industrial revolution enhanced the mutual feedbacks
between two forms of knowledge that was a science and
technology. Even before 1870, some natural processes were
sufficiently understood to provide some guidance as to how
to make technology more effective. The persistence and
acceleration of technological progress in the last third of the
nineteenth century was due increasingly to the steady
accumulation of useful knowledge. Some of this knowledge
was what we could call today a science but a lot was based
on less formal forms of experience and information.
Inventors like Edison and Felix Hoffman relied on some of
the findings of formal science but a lot more were involved.

As a result, the second industrial revolution extended the
rather limited and localized successes of the first to a much
broader range of activities and products. Living standards
and the purchasing power of money increased rapidly, as
the new technologies reaches like never before into the
daily lives of the middle and working classes [34]. The
other aspect of revolution worth stressing is the changing
nature of the organization of production. It witnessed the
growth in some industries of huge economies of scale and a
throughput.
The world war 1939-1945 transformed the structure of
R&D throughout the industrial economies. Leadership of
global scientific development shifted from Western Europe
to the Unites States. Industries based on innovations in ICT
and biomedical science began to develop rapidly after the
1950s. After 1914-1945 period of war, depression on global
trade investment flows revived. International flows of
technology also expanded and economies such as Japan,
South Korea, and Taiwan had emerged as sources of
industrial innovation in between 1980s and 1990s [36].
These economic regions became a more important
peacetime actor in the ―national innovation system‖ through
procurement of the products of knowledge-intensive
industries. At that time, the structure of the US R & D
system resembled those of other leading industrial
economies of the era like UK, Germany, and France. But
the postwar US R & D system differed from those of other
industrial economies in at least three aspects: (i) US
antitrust policy during the postwar era was unexpectedly
inflexible; (ii) small new firms played a significant role in
the commercialization of innovative technologies; and (iii)
defense-related R & D funding and procurement applied a
prevalent influence in the high-technology sectors of the
US economy.
Now, though, we are in front of new technological
advancement: the rise of Industry 4.0. Now sensors,
machines, work pieces and IT systems will be connected
along the value chain beyond a single enterprise. These
cyber physical systems can interact with one another using
standard Internet-based protocols and analyze data to
predict failure, configure themselves, and adapt to changes
[40]. Industry 4.0 will make it possible to gather and
analyze data across machines, enabling faster, more
flexible, and more efficient processes to produce higherquality goods at reduced costs. This in turn will rise
manufacturing productivity, shift economics, raise
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industrial growth and modify the profile of the workforce.
Ultimately it led towards changing the competitiveness of
companies and regions.
Global history has analyzed for a long time on the
comparative economic successes and failures of different
parts of the world, especially European versus Asian
regions. However, balance changed in the latter part of the
eighteenth century when a transformation began in
continental Europe and England that revolutionized the
power relations of the world and brought an end to the
supremacy of agrarian civilization. Comparative studies of
the industrial revolution have given major importance to
waterborne transport. Adam Smith (1776), in his Wealth of
nations, acknowledged that industrial development is
heavily depended on the water transport infrastructure. In
the initial decisive phases of the industrial revolution,
waterborne transport is emphasized by the fact that most
goods in pre-modern economies travelled by land, or on
boats in coastal transport [62]. Road transport was generally
preferred as it was more reliable than water transport. On
the other hand, travelling on roads often become impossible
due to rain [63]. However, England had more facilities of
road transport available while in Asia (China and India) the
monsoon rains made large parts of the road network
unusable, even for small-scale commerce and transport of
light goods. An influential view holds that Europe
exceptionally well-functioning markets supported with a
certain set of institutions provided the incentives to make
investments needed to industrialize which create difference
between Europe and Asia.
5.

Position of Fourth Revolution

Industry 4.0 has disrupted the exiting manufacturing
paradigms by introducing Cyber-Physical Systems (a fusion
of the physical and the virtual worlds) CPS, the Internet of
Things and the Internet of Services [9, 67]. Manufactured
products in these decades are smart products based on CPS
and they will be self-management in future [68,69].
Industrial revolutions have centralized the production
management from handicrafts to factory system which
further developed through information technology and
tending towards automation in this era. According to many
researchers, this centralized system will further automate in
coming years.
This revolution is tending towards self-regulating
systems and is expected that history will revert to
decentralized system in the form of micro-industry [70].
People will establish consumer production in their homes
and sale through online purchasing mechanism. But as far
as large multinational companies are concerned, employees
control their work remotely by sitting in their homes
through interconnected micro-industry system [71].
According to modern developing conditions, this
distributed remote application based micro-industry will
establish in Germany, Brazil and Ukraine.
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Autonomous and self-regulating systems may arise
numerous crises and concerns for society, industry, national
and international level. Unemployment is a big problem for
many developing countries and it could prevail quickly as
soon as industry would shift towards self-regulating system
[72]. This may produce hindrance in implementation of
micro-industry but competition will enforce the developing
regions to implement it. Secondly, life expectancy is
increasing with the advancement of bio-technology and
60-70 percent average population of old age will increase
that will produce concerns regarding health, safety,
security, poverty and accommodation. At industrial level,
decentralized and distributed micro-industry will reach to
its peak that arise concerns for company related to
reliability, data security, flexibility and loyalty of
employees [25, 73, 74]. Ethical and social issues can arise
that will demand to redefine them according to modern
conditions [75]. These all social, national and international
issues will lead humans towards increase of depression,
unhappiness and mental stress. Hence we can expect that
next revolution will be crises based, disruptive and it may
end the industrial era. Bio-technology will be the leading
paradigms after next K-wave and fourth revolution may die
out at the end of this century with rise of these crises.
6.

Phases of Industrial Revolutions

History depicts the three main production revolutions:
the agrarian revolution; the industrial revolution; and the
modern production revolution [76]. This paper deals with
industrial revolution only. According to theory of the
production revolution, every revolution constitutes three
phases: initial innovative phase (emergence of a new
revolutionizing sector), intermediate modernization phase
(diffusion, synthesis and improvement of new technologies)
and final innovative phase (when new technologies acquire
their mature characteristics) as shown in Fig. 3. Initial
phase of industrial growth begin in late eighteenth century
(1780-1900) in which development starts from micro
industrial level. Factory system was the primary
modernization era of growth in which decentralized system
has transformed to centralized system. Electrification, mass
production and chemical industry was the period of initial
maturity in growth. Information and communication
technology further matures and expand the technology.
Autonomous systems introduced by fourth revolution have
led to absolute domination of technology. Its initial growing
phase has been completed in 1950. We expect that now we
are in its modernization phase (see Table 3).
Intermediate phase is the distribution, diffusion and
improvement of initial phase. Social and technological
conditions are going in favor of technological
breakthrough. It is expected firmly that final phase will
begin in next 50 to 60 years as we are tending towards selfregulating system in which disintegrated production will
happen. Taking K & J waves in comparison with theory of
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FINAL Innovative Phase

INTERMEDIATE
Modernization Phase

INITIAL Innovative Phase

Fig. 3:

Theory of production revolution [39].

Table 3: Relationship between industrial growth and revolutions
Phases of Industrial Growth

Years

Revolution Position

Kondratieff cycle

Initial Innovative Phase

1780-1840

First Revolution

Initial Rising Phase

1840-1890

First Revolution

Maturity Phase

1890-1950

Second Revolution

2nd cycle completed

Maturity Expansion

1950-2010

Third Revolution

3rd

Modernization Phase

2011-2040

Fourth Revolution

4th

Peak Phase

2040-2070

Fourth Revolution

Final phase of industrial growth

Falling Phase

2070-2100

End of Industrial Era

-

production revolution, we have developed a correlation of
fourth revolution with overall industrial growth as depicted
in Table 3 and Fig 4. Certainly, there is no direct link
between K & J waves with phases of industrial growth due
to different growth of industrial production principle
phases. On average, first two K waves of industrial
revolution represent the early period of industrial growth
and third wave corresponds to expansion of maturity.
Fourth revolution is tending towards peak maturity of
growth which will reach on its ultimate peak in next 50 to
60 years. After stagnation stage, industrial era will fall up to
remotely controlled micro-industry. However, it is expected
that new K wave will start in 2060-2070. Juglar wave
represent the sustainable development of innovation, hence
probably we can expect 5 or 6 next Juglar cycles of fourth
revolution.

Fig. 4: Overall industrial growth pattern (estimation through literature).

1st cycle complete & starting phase of 2nd cycle

However, research on quantum computer is a very
active subject in the field of quantum informatics in these
modern days. Compared with classic computer, the
algorithm quantum computers use is the quantum
algorithm. According to modern research, we believe that
quantum computer will affect people‘s life with a large
extent. It will improve the conditions of scientific research
and speed up the process of scientific progress in the future.
7.

Emergence of Quantum Informatics

Quantum informatics is an emerging field developed by
the combination of information science, quantum
mechanics and computer science in the 1980s. The progress
and development of quantum information science has broad
importance in science and technology. The application of
quantum information technology has become the usual
trend of people's efforts in these days. The quantum coding
and decoding, purification and regulation, preparation,
storage and transmission of quantum state have become the
hotspot of technicians and scientists [64]. It has intense
impact on the defense technology, national economy and
the people's livelihood.
Quantum informatics generally consists of quantum
computation and quantum communication. Quantum
information is based on the basic principles of quantum
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mechanics to deal with the information. The classic
information is expanded to quantum information and microsystem quantum state is used to express information [65].
Quantum information science has many advantages which
classical information does not possess, like ultra-fast
computing and large capacity storage, absolute security and
confidential communication. Information theory, quantum
mechanics and computer science have experienced a long
and complicated process from the initial parallel
development to cross fusion. The birth of quantum
mechanics dates back to the energy quantization proposed
by Planck's epoch-making essay "On the law of distribution
of energy in the normal spectrum" in 1900. It results due to
the efforts of physicists such as Einstein, Born and Dirac
which provide foundations of official quantum mechanics
theory. As the representative of the two sides, Einstein and
Bohr had severe debate on the basic issues of quantum
mechanics which results into huge promotion in the
development of quantum mechanics [66]. Quantum
mechanics has become a significant part of science which
quickly applied to basic particles and other different
physical systems, and achieved great success.
8.

Conclusion

This paper examined the pattern, causes and effects of
industrial growth and revolutions. Three causes can be
attributed for industrial innovation: chance, choice or crises.
Innovation can be disruptive or sustaining. Besides,
disruptive technology also gradually converts into
sustainable technology. Kondratieff and Juglar cycles are
used as a tool to describe each revolution inputs, outputs
and the hosting regions. Further, determinants of
revolutions explained by dividing it into three parts as: prerevolution stage, during revolution stage and postrevolution stage. These revolutions influenced the micro,
meso and macro level for industrial transformation.
Economy of U.K GDP per capita increases to triple in five
centuries (1300-1800) and its pace picked up after that.
Economic development shifted to the US after second
revolution, therefore continues to increase consistently and
eventually slows down before third revolution. This
revolution insures a vast more positive impact on US
economy and made it slow progressing after fourth
revolution which expectedly remained as sustaining in next
30 to 40 years. Theory of production revolution suggests
that industrial growth that begins in 1780 and after facing
certain rising phase, now reached at its modernization
innovation phase. Its final phase will start in next 50-60
years. Hence, there is a strong correlation between
industrial growth and revolutions as suggested by theory of
long waves and theory of production revolution. Fourth
revolution will reach to its ultimate peak in next coming
decades and industrial growth will fall from innovative
modernization phase to final innovative phase. Selfregulating system may be the last era of industrial sector as
both fourth revolution and industrial growth will reach to
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ultimate falling position. Nevertheless, pattern of growth
suggest that society, industry, national and international
levels will face serious crises. Advent of micro-industry
will bring problems related to data security, safety,
flexibility and loyalty of employees. Life expectancy will
enhance due to bio technology and automation systems will
give rise to peak of unemployment. Rise of social economic
pressure on people needs a way to control their emotions
and depressions due to which bio technology may arise
abruptly. Hence, we can expect that next revolution would
be crises based, disruptive and bio-technology will be the
leading sector. Countries at all level (micro, meso and
macro) should develop a strong policies and framework to
sustain their development for coming half century.
Quantum computation field is on emerging path in these
days. It is expected that this field will play a vital role in
quick scientific research and development in next
paradigm. It may facilitate the fourth revolution to reach its
peak with quick pace.
Although, many researchers have discussed these
revolutions and industrial growth but this paper has
provided (1) a comprehensive view (2) their past, present
and future impact at micro, meso and macro level, (3)
economic development due to revolutions and (4)
correlation between industrial growth and revolution.
Industrial sector should focus on 3C‘s factors and
development of strong relationship with micro-innovation
level to adopt new technology as soon as it get launch and
(5) A light discussion on emerging field of quantum
informatics. Limitations of this paper is given as:


Different types of cycles, view point chart tool, closed
loop analysis and strategic management maturity
model have been studied but best options which cover
all aspectsof revolutions include only Kondratieff &
Juglar cycle. We does not found theory other than
production revolution for industrial innovative growth
that has explained it comprehensively.
 There is a need to correlate bio-technology and
industrial growth to forecast dimensions of human
based crises.
 Paper didn‘t consider the different countries
development and their relationship with revolutions.
 Comprehensive discussion on relationship between
fourth revolution and quantum informatics need to be
done.
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